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What are Wearable Computers
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Overview...

Features

Ubiquitous computing

Basic Function....
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History....

Inventions....
• From 1961-1993
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Operational Modes...

Basic Attributes

- Unmonopolizing
- Unrestrictive
- Observable
- Controllable
- Attentive
- Communicative
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Example: Web Browser
Applications:
- Interfacing
- Processing
- Communicating
- Home network
- Entertainment and gaming
- Intelligence service
- Ubiquitous learning
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Conclusion

From Wearable Computers we can operate computer via our body by giving special movements and we might be hands free. It is command-line/menu-driven or GUI based Human Computer Interactions. It can interface with several applications, process them and do various operations as required by user. But due to disadvantages it cannot be used widely.
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